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QUALITY

SERVICE

QUALITY YOU CAN DEPEND ON

At AGCO Parts, we believe that your batteries
should work as hard as you do.

Our new range of batteries promises to deliver
the strength, reliability and starting power that you
need to get the job done.
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We aim to deliver in full, on time, every time. We
appreciate that ﬂeet downtime is not an option,
this is reﬂected in our improved service promise.

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT NETWORK

Extensive supply network ensures exceptional
service.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
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DELIVERY PROMISE

Longer Life
Enhanced Power
Reliable Performance
Strong and Durable
Improved Safety and Usability

X Frame Grid Technology and Grid Protection Technology
Enveloped separator for low electric resistance
Advanced centre lug technology and cast on strap
Sealed double lid with ﬂame arrestor
Integrated, reinforced container
Magic Eye indicator displays state of charge

FULLY MAINTAINED

As part of our quality and service promise, we
commit to keeping your batteries fully maintained
so you can be assured that the battery that you
receive is fully charged and in excellent condition.

RECYCLING

The NSW Scrap Metal Industry Act now makes it an
offence to trade used batteries for cash sales.
This will take into effect to regulate criminal activity
affecting the scrap metal industry. The VIC Government
has also announced similar legislation and we can expect
other states to follow. Breach of this law may result in up
to $11,000 in ﬁnes.
AGCO Parts’ partnership with Enirgi Power Storage
offers Australia’s only EPA ISO14001 compliant used
battery collection network. Their modern facilities recycle
97% of used lead acid batteries to the highest standard,
whilst ensuring peace of mind.
Simply return your used battery to your dealer, and we
will ensure safe and compliant disposal.
Please speak to your dealer to ﬁnd out more.

AGCO Parts’ new partnership with
Enirgi Power Storage batteries aims
at supplying you with the very best
energy options for every task.

BATTERIES
Start with AGCO, every time.
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We have increased the number
of application cross references by
over 1000 so it has never been
easier to ﬁnd the battery that you
need!
Nationwide support network
12-36 Month warranty
Sustainable closed loop
manufacturing and recycling
process
Heavy duty - specially designed
for the Agricultural market
Maintenance free
Quality Assured

Contact your local dealer to ﬁnd out more:

